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EBR 
Evidence Based Reporting 

Introduction 
Standards, Learning Targets, and Grade Calculations 

How do we learn language? 

Make a list with your partner of how  
one can learn a language.  
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Our goal for the course is... 
                                               Communication 

 
And there are three ways to get there.  

1. Presentational Communication 
2. Interpersonal Communication 

3. Interpretive Skills 

Presentational Communication 
The Presentational Mode offers students the opportunity to communicate 
both orally and in writing.  This is one-sided communication; there is no 

opportunity for dialogue.  Examples include: lists, sentences, paragraphs, 
essays, speeches, prepared projects, and prepared responses. 
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Interpersonal Communication 

The Interpersonal Mode is characterized by the active negotiation of meaning among 
individuals though speaking and writing; this is two-way communication.   

Examples include: conversations with classmates or instructor, blogging, and texting. 

Interpretive Skills 
The Interpretive Mode allows students to interact with written and audio sources in 

order to demonstrate their understanding of the content.  
Examples include reading, listening, vocabulary, grammar, and cultural information. 
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What does a 4,3,2, and 1 mean? 
4 -  Exceeds expectations of mastery of learning target 
3 -  Demonstrates mastery of learning target  
2 -   Mastery of learning target is in progress 
1 -  Not yet making progress or making minimal progress toward mastery of the

   
       learning target 
 
 
 

These scores do not 
equate to the letter 

grades of A, B, C, D etc.  

1 -  Not yet making progress or making 
minimal progress toward mastery of the 
learning target 
 

 
2 -   Mastery of learning target is in 
progress 
 
 
3 -  Demonstrates mastery of learning 
target  
 
4 -  Exceeds expectations of mastery of 
learning target 
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For example: 

Objective 1A - I can create an original message orally. 
Targets: 
4 - I can create an original oral message that is clear, organized and elaborates with  
     advanced details and advanced language control. 
3 - I can create an original oral message that is clear, organized and   
     elaborates with supporting details and level-appropriate language control. 
2 - I can create an original oral message that is mostly understood with few or simple  
     supporting details and with inconsistent language control. 
1 - I can create an original oral message that is partially understood with no supporting  
    details and with inconsistent language control. 

Assessments in a typical chapter 
1.  Level 3 and Level 4 Vocabulary Quiz (Learning Target 3C)* 
2.  Level 3 and Level 4 Grammar Quiz (Learning Target 3D)* 
3.  Interpretive Quiz (Reading, listening, culture) Learning Target 3A, 

3B, 3E 
4.  Presentational Writing Quiz (Learning Target 1B) 
5.  Performance Assessment (Learning Target 1A or Learning Target 

2A) 
6.  Daily Interpersonal Speaking (Learning Target 2B) 
7.  Polished Writing Assignment (Every other chapter) Learning Target 

1C 
*These assessments are retakeable  
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Keeping track of your scores 

How to calculate your grade 
Step 1: Step 2: 

After each standard is calculated... 

1.  Calculate your majority score within each 
standard.  

2.  Calculate your second majority score 
within each standard.  

3.  Use the matrix to calculate your overall 
score of the standard.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Repeat this process for each  standard.  

To get an A:  
A score of “3” or “4” in each standard; every retakeable assessment must 
be at least a “3”. 
To get a B:  
A score of “2” in any one standard (with scores of “3” or “4” in remaining 
standards); every retakeable assessment must be at least a “2”. 
To get a C:  
A score of “2” in more than one standard (with no score of “1” in the 
remaining standard); every retakeable assessment must be at least a “2”. 
To get a D: 
A score of “1” in one or two standards with at least one score of “2” or 
above in the remaining standard. 
To get an F: 
A score of “1” in all standards. 

 

*Any Incomplete Assessments not resolved by the end of the semester 
will result in an “INCOMPLETE” and must be resolved according to 
school policy (see Student Guidebook). 
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Can I track my progress online? 
Yes! 

Visit http://tableau.d125.org/auth/ and login with your Gmail 
credentials to view your progress projected grade in class.  


